










SEASONING
First use

After washing

WASHING

All types of heAting sources

COOKING







versatility





Iconic Shapes

Majolica Colors

Authentic Quality

Glossy & Rough



The product range of Staub, nowadays, cover all the needs for the traditional ways to cook.











Users Focus_

Young mindset don’t really care of 
how they eat.

Young mindset passionated 
by cooking that can not afford 

high end products.

We understand at this step is that the target users needed for 
Staub are «young» people that are passionate of cooking.

Sensible to the quality of the way they cook
Staub is legitimate to answer to this sensitivity

Network and internet research

,
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WE CHOSE THREE AMBASSADORS THAT ANSWERS TO THE TARGETING USERS MARKET.

Student
Demanding
Love the high quality food
Family mores





ING TIME





Social media 





Find the 
inspiration 

& the ingredients

Organise the 
Space 

Efficiency

Prepare the 
ingredients

Step by step 
cooking of the 

ingredients

Mixing the 
right 

proportions

Maintaining 
right heat to 

prevent burns

Serving food 
& 

Eat

Packing up the 
food Wash & Store

Hard to find 

inspiration 

Lack o time 

to find the 

ingredients

Utilise space  

Hard to 

manage small 

spaces

Beginning the 

cooking 

process 

Keep the 

excitement 

and respect 

the skills of 

the users

Want to be 

free  

Want to 

Explore and 

Connect with 

their 

inspiration 

To perfect the 

authentic 

style from the 

recipe

Keeping an eye 

to make sure 

the food is 

not 

overcooked

The most 

satisfying 

moment 

Keep that 

feeling

Too heavy to 

handle by one 

hand 

the Pan stay 

very Hot 

Process 

becomes messy

Take time to 

wash 

Heavy 

Hard to 

manipulate

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9





Mixing cultures, textures, flavors Caring for one’s health as well as the planet

Letting things take their time

Demonstrate the skills

Exhibit the intricate beauty of the cooking process





How to fill the gap between Staub constraints and young mindset expectations ?

last for life heavy

time to cook quality result

expensive elderly customers

STAUB

?Opportunities

Efficiency Care about 
sustainibility

discover social media

break the monotony don’t want to 
Spend to much

YOUNG MINDSET







Fuzion 
Food

Healthy 
x Slow

Cooking 
Show

Discover

Versatility
Of textures

International

Mixed

Healthcare

Nutrient 
conservation

Know how

Vertuous

Feel Reward

Ancestral 
way to 
cook

Oven to Table

Shared

Communication
/Strategy
Reverse the Balance 

Price/Healtcare

Help people to have 
the most efficient 

way to cook 
healthier

Develop Recipes With 
Fred to improve the 

food trends in a 
Staub product



How can Staub be the brand that reconnect people to an 
ancestral cooking material that will provide pleasure and 

satisfaction to them ?

How can Staub be the brand that reconnects people to 
an ancestral cooking material that will provide pleasure 

and satisfaction to them ?





Fuzion 
Food

Create a product that will 
allows to the users to create in 
an efficient way their recipes 
and make them feel as free as 
possible.

Increase the smelling aspect

Cooking 
Show

Create a product that is axed 
on the sharing aspect of the 
cooking process. generate 
the «panache» effect of a 
spectacular cooking process.

Communication
/Strategy

Create a communication strategy/
service for Staub in order to  
convince the younger generation.
Social media/events/advertising/
recipes.

Valorize the Cast Iron benefits

Healthy 
x Slow

Create  a product/service 
that will allows to the user to 
redescover the pleasure of 
eating while cooking healthy 
food.




